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You are no doubt well_ aware of the rapid changes

which have characterised developments in Indonesia these past

three years. A great deal has been written and continues to

be written on the connnunist-inspired coup dretat of september

30, 1965, the turmoil of its aftermath, and the radical trans-

formations brought forth in its wake. I see no point, there-

fore, in recounting to you once again the facts and circumstances

of what has, by now, become a part of contemporary history.

Essenti.ally, what has transpired in Indonesia can be

summed up as the downfall of the o1d regime under Sukarno and

the emergence of a new Government, under president suharto,

which, in sharp contrast to the past, is conrnitted to constitu-

ti.onal government, realism in its outlook on the world and

rationality and pragmatism in economic policies. But important

as these changes of policy and ofientation have been, of much

more profound significance were the changes brought about in

the very spirit and mood of the nation as a whole.

There is a new upsurge of creative energies in Indo-

nesia today, that finds its para1le1 in the revoluti.onary elan

of L945, when the nation first broke its colonial shackles and

embarked on its revoLution for independence.
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rt is rare indeed for a nation to be able to experience this
kind of rejuvenation twice within a personts lifetime.

rt is this upsurge of creative energies that feeds

the renewed hopes and determination of the Indonesian people

and its leaders today. Freed from the illusions of the past,

it is a hope and determination that is tempered by a soberness

and realism in approach and vision, an awareness of the real

and urgent needs of the people and a realisation of the hard

work that lies ahead.

rt is this new spirit of.rndonesia which r have come

here to represent. And it is within this spirit that r would

like to discuss with you today the current developments in my

country, both in their internal dynamics as well as in their
impact on the outside world.

oooo

rt is two years now since the new government in rndo-

nesia started tackling its economic problems in a serious and

systematic fashion. considering the deplorable legacy of long

years of governmental mismanagement and economic irresponsibility,
the results so far give no reasons for dissatisfation"
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For years, the most outstanding and menacing feature

of our economy has been its run-away inflation. In 1966, infla-

tion had reached the incredible rate of 746%. Thanks to irmne-

diate and stringent measures to halt this head-long rush towards

ruin, inflation, if not yet stopped, has now been checked.

In L967 its rate went down to about L47%., It is hoped that by

the end of 1968 it can be further pushed down to about 6ff/,, and

gradually levelled off in the succeeding year"

Considerable progress is being made in the other areas.

Under the new fiscal and economic policies of the presenE govexrl-

ment the Indonesian economy has definitel-y moved away from a

t'conrnand economytt with excessive goverrlmental control and over-

bureaucratlzatLon to a ttnarket economytr which recognises the

vital role played by private enterprise in the improvement of

Lhe nati.onts economy. A11 unproductive spending on monuments

and prestige projects has been cut off and an austerity Program

introduced, thus restoring financial discipline. For the first

time since a long time the government is operatiStg under a

balanced budget. The banking and credit system is being over-

hauled, and a tight money policy, with selective credits, en-

forced. A more effective system of tax assessment is being applied.

'5.
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Foreign trade has been freed from the unrealistic exchange con-

trols which had handicapped exports and excessively stimulated

imports under the nepotistic licence sysLem of the o1d regime"

For the first time the foreign exehange rate is kept floating

so as not to stifle exports in the still existing inflationary

conditions. State subsidies were abolished and the free markeE

pricing mechanism restored. A temporary reprieve has been

gained Ehrough the rescheduling of current foreign debt obli-
gations and new aid has been secured through an inter-govern-

mental group of countries interested in supporting Indonesia ts

economic recovery. This group known as the Inter-Governmental

Group on rndonesia or r.G.G.r., consists of the following coun-

tries : the U"S,, Japan, Ho11and, trrlest-Germany, U.K,, France,

Italy, Australia and New Zealand.

As a coroll-ary to the recovery efforts, the Government

has prepared a 5-year Development Plan, to start from L969, in
which the highest priority will be given to the increase of food

production, agriculture and agriculture-related industries"

Although in some parts very intensively cultivated, trndonesia

sti11 is unable to produce enough food crops, particularly

rice, which is the stapLe diet of our popuLation.

*
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A major element in the recovery program of the past

two years has, therefore, been the procurement by the Govern-

ment of sufficient rice or rice substitutes to cover the exist-

ing deficiency of about 600.000 tons annually. of this amount,

roughly one-third is bei.ng procured in the U.S. through the

P1-480 program, allowing for purchases under soft credit tems.

other countries of the aid-group render assistance under the

so-ca11ed Kennedy-Round Food Aid Program.

In the meantime, it is hoped that with the recent

introduction of the new ftniracle ricerr variety, rndonesia will
be able to attain self-sufficiency in food within the coriring

five years.

The impact of these and a number of other measures

on the rndonesian economy has been one of forcefully braking

the downward plunge and starting it upward again, albeit still

slowly and often painfully" Consldering the grave condition of

the patient, the medicine applied was bound to be harsh. The

deflationary forces resulting frorn reduced government spending,

tighter credit policies, stricter tax enforcement, and the abo-

lishing of state subsidies, causing a rise in transportation

costs and public utility rates, have brought hardship to many

*:
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of our stil1-infanE domestic industries and Eo the people at

large. The government is convinced, however, that these mea-

sures should be enacted, however painful the adjustments Eo be

made. So while the patient is sti11 suffering the after-pains

of the drastic operation, it can be said.that it is now in a

state of progressive convalescence. We are confident of main-

taining this progress and of improving on the performance this

year and Lhe next.

We are pleased to note Ehat this confidenee is shared

by many of the industrially advanced nations which are providing

us with aid, as well as by the major international institutions

such as the I.M.F", the World Bank, and the Asian Development

Bank.

This, in broad outline, is the encouraging picture

that emerges today. We reaLLze, however, that economic stabili-

zatLon, although unquestionably fundamental, is but one element

towards the overall stability of a nation5 and subject Eo the

conditions prevailing in the social and political spheres surround-

ing [t. The question may arise as to how the prospects of sta-

bility are, seen in Ehis larger frame.

Here again, I fee1, there are sufficient grounds for

optimism, and mainLy so because of three encouraging features

*
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thac have evolved on the political scene of post-coup Indonesia.

Firstly, there is the political courage and deter-

mined conrnitment of Indonesiats present leadership to stay the

course in implementing Ehe rehabilitation and stabilization

programs. Considering the political risks involved in enforeing

the drastic measures necessary for economic recovery, entailing

inevitab1eEemporaryhardshipaswe11aStheuprootingofo1d

patterns of vested interests, this strength in leadership will

prove to be the mainEtay for sustained progress.

.Secondly, the relative weakness of the forces opposed

to this drive. After the debacle of the abortive coup, the

Partai Komunis Indonesia can be said to be effectively eliminated

as a political force. Without its leadership, the party rank-

and-fi1e has been reduced into scattered fragments. And where

there were aEtempts at a local eome-back or at political and

economic sabotage, they have shown to be uncoordinated, iIl--

prepared affairs, collapsing quiekly in the face of eontinuous

security measures by the Governmerlt. The Sukarno-ist opposition,

although nominally not to be di.scounted, is demoralized and

ideologically adrift, because of the dismal and undeni.able

failure of Sukarnors policies in Ehe past.

t
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Thus, provided the economic situation does pick up before too

long, the domestic balance of forces will contlnue to favor

the consistent implementation of present policies.

The third and most important factor is the emergence

of our post-revolutionary youth, the new generati.on, both in
the physical sense as well as menta11y, in the sense of a more

rational and pragmatic realism in vision and approach to the

problems and options facing the nation today" The decisive

role they have played in the revolutionary transformation of

Indonesiars political climate, their articulate awareness and

responsible attitudes, have infused a refreshing element into
rndonesian polities and mark them as the most promising cata-

lystic force for the process of modernization and democratLza.

tion that lies ahead.

It is because of the existence of these elements that

r can say with measured confidence that whatever the changes

which may occur in the personaLities of the governmental set-up,

the course is set for a consi.derably long time.

There is another aspect, though, which cannot be ignored.

That is that prospects of growth towards political srability

0
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and economic progress within an individual nation can not be

separated from the prospects of peace and stability in the

surrounding regi.on. From the outset, therefore, Indonesia

is ful1y aware that any development in s,E. Asia, for better
or for worse, will have a direct bearing on its own nationa1

development and national interests. conversely, the stability
of rndonesia is v.d.tal to the stability and security of the

rest of S.E" Asia.

rt seems pertinent, therefore, that we address our-

selves to the next question that may arise, i.e. the prospects

of stability and peaceful progress for S.E. Asia"

There is an inherent element of instability in the

region and its basic causes are varied and many. They go back

into the long history of ethnic strife in the area, with various

border disputes continuing up to the present day. within eaeh

of the S.E. Asian nations there have been instances of domination

of one ethnic group over another, or the existence of unassimi-

lated minority groups seeking their own cournunal destinies apart

from and often in conflict with national goals and purposes"

Colonial rule tended to freeze these traditional conflicts while

the subsequent process of decolonization often added new tensions
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and stresses : political discontent in outlying regions as a

result of neglect or the coneenEration of political power with-

in an elite group in the center; uneven economic growth and

distribution of wealth; population pressures on resources.

BUE the most compelling souree of conflict and turmoil can be

sunnned up as the result of discrepancy between the 1eveI of

demands of peoples for swift change towards greater prosperity

and justice, and the general inability and rigidity of the

political structures to keep pace with the accomodation of

such change. This is the central tension of our time in the

world today and the explosi.ve reality in the developing countries

in S.E. Asia.

Because of all this, it seems that for some time to

come, a degree of basic instability will conti.nue to beset the

region, and that, in fact it will be the coiltrnon feature of the

process of development and modernization itself. For it should

be clear that the problem of basic instability can only be over-

come by rapid economi.e development and nation-buii-ding, which,

in many instances, must include drastic social and political

reform. only at certain minimum 1eve1s of economic prosperity

and modernLzed progress can a measure of lasting stability be

hoped for.
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It is the 
.cormnon 

awareness of the overriding necessity

for their rapid economic development and modertLzatLon also

that has compelled the major countri.es of s.E" Asia to join

forces in a regional cooperative endeavour, the A.s.E.AnN.,

comprising rndonesia, the philippines, Thailand, Malaysia and

Singapore.

The historic significance of this coming together

eanrrot be over-emphasized. It marks the growth of an encouraging

trend towards regional cohesion rather than divisiveness and

confrontation and of a new awareness of conrnon problems and

inevitable interdependence. Most important, it attests to the

determination of the nations of thls region to take charge of

their own destiny, to work out the problems of their developmen,t,

stability and security together,

The stability and progress of a nation, or of a region,

remains in the first place the responsibility of the people or

nations concerned. ultimately, the most decisive factor on

which success or failure depends, will be that of the will of

thre peoples concerned to develop themselves, to achieve progress

and the lasting security of their own political and economic

stability. Foreign assi.stance, although undeniably crucial, "ul
only be supplement4ry in this process. Thus, in A.S.E.A.N. the
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existence.of such a will among the major countries in S.E, Asia

is clearly expressed.

I do, of course, teaLLze that to transform potential

into reality, much more is needed than pious intentions. I am

aware, that even at this very moment, unresolved tension and

conflict within ourselves, such as manifested by the currenE

dispute over Sabah, threaten to disrupL the fragile structure

of our preliminary efforts. But if we understand the nature

and basic causes of instability in the region, then we will

understand that problems like these will continue to crop up,

as the unavoidable agonies of a process of growth.

ft does, however, point to the need for S.E. Asiats

leaders to bring up the kind of staLesmanship capable of prevent-

ing the deterioration of this conflict into a.state of self-

destructive armed hostilities. It also reveals the necessity

for A"S"E"A.N. to develop as quickly as possible the organiza-

tional machinery for peaceful conflict-solution in the area.

As fot Indonesia, we remain confident thaE within the context

and in the true spirit of A.S'E.A.N., the current tensi.ons over

Sabah can and will be overeome in due course.

This spectrum of pervasive change, and, hence, of
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recurrent instability, therefore, should not deflect us from

realizing, that only by working together in freedom and equality,

through the twin processes of economic development and naEion-

building, 
.c8D 

t.,U. Asia ever hope to achieve the durable security

of sustained progress.

Given the existence of this wlll towards self-reliant

development then, the role that America and the industri aLLzed

nations can and should play becomes clear. Rather than viewing

the problem exclusively in terms of a continuing military presence

in the area, a conscious and sustained program of support towards

the economic development of the countries of the region would,

I think, strike more effectively at the root-cause of instability.

It should take the f,orms of libera.lized trade terms, the invest-

ment of private capital, technological and managerial know-how

and the infusion of timely and well-directed economic aid where

aid is sti11 required, In the light of recent trends in think-

ing here, it should further be stressed that these forms of

active support should go hand in hand rather than to the exclusion

of one over the other.

To the increasing clamor to reduce or to abolish

foreign aid altogether, f would like Eo point out that private

or
- 

,*;
:i.1"
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investment, in whatever amount or goodwill offered, can never

be expected to wholIy replace foreign aid. Llhile private

forei.gn investment indeed has a key role to play in the accele-

ration of development in countries such as Indonesia,. it can

only play that role in conjunction with foreign aid. It would

be unable, or at least understandably reluctant, to take upon

itself the additional burden of developing the infra-structure

of the country in which it proposes to invest : the rehabili-

tation and building of roads, bridges, irrigation and harbor

r,rorks etc., ofl which a successful investment effort so vitally

depends. A11 this have to be done through the sustained and

often massive support of foreign aid. It is obvious, therefore,

that U.S, busi.ness has a real and urgent stake in the continua-

tion of an enlightened foreign aid program, as an essenEial pre-

condi.tion for successful investment in the developing countries

of the world.

Foreign economic support, furthermore, is bound to have

a. beari.ng on the security of the nations of the area and of the

region as a whoLe. The onLy hope for a relatively stable balance

of power on the Western Pacific will depend in'large measure

on the capacity of the S.E. Asian nations to fill the Povrer

;
. g,,

$
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vacuum left in the wake of the decolonizatLon process. Their

capacity to stabilize their societi.es at a higher economic 1eveI,

will in turr: generate the related capacity to develop enough in-

digenous strength so as to obvlate the need for external powers

to play a direct role in the maintenance of security in the region.

Here again the, significance of, ASEA-N comes to the fore. The Asso-

ciation is an expression of the determination of its member coun-

tries to guard their own security and shape their own future. It

testifies the refusal of these nations to accept Ehe notion that

the future of S.E. Asia is going to be determined so1e1y by the

outcome of the Vietnam war.

International economic cooperation, ineluding continued

foreign ald, therefore, may wel1 prove to be our best hope to

avoid a second Vietnam and to contribute significantly Eo the

general security of the worl-d. 
.

It is for these reasons thaE we view with concern Ehe

tendency towards some kind of isolationist withdrawal in this

country, 8s among other things evidenced by the growing protection-
.-!he,

ist sentiments in trade and the drastic cuts iil'foreign aid

program.

To non-conrnunist Asia, this kind of American withdrawal

would be a tragic oecurence" I.lhile the peoples of S.E. Asia are

sympathetically aware of the domestic difficulties and frustrations
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that are being experienced by the U.S. at present, w€ remain

hopeful that the American people will have the wisdom, foresight

and strength of convieti.on to continue to relate their nationrs

primary interests to the support of economic stability and

peaceful progress in S.E. Asia. It,is to be hoped, therefore,

that any re-definition of Americars role in S.E. Asia shall have

increased economic assistance and cooperation, both on the bila-
teral and multilateral leve1s, os its main emphasis.

As for Indonesia, w€ are determined to proceed in our

efforts to attain the stability and securlty of our nation through

economic development and social progress. The political will is

there and the potential is there. Because of its strategie loca-

tion, its size and the sLze of its population, fndonesia can

easily be seen to be the anehor of S.E. Asian stability. To play

a part in Indonesi.ats recovery and development is to help ensure

the security and peaceful progress of not just one nation but

of an entire region

The stakes are indeed high. But it is the kind of

challenge which has traditi.onally. stimulated American initiative

and resourcefulness. It is Lhe challenge and the opportunity

which I leave with you today.

oooo


